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Introduction 
 

Three mode control involves generating 
responses to changes in a measured variable in 
order to adjust a control device responding to 
deviation from the setpoint and maintaining 
stability in a loop.  To do this, the controller 
output needs to be adjusted to not only 
compensate for the deviation, but to also take 
into the duration of the change as well as the 
rate of the change and determine where the 
control device needs to end up to result in a 
stable measured variable.  One way to think 
about it is adjusting the flow on your shower to 
get warm water.  The setpoint would be your 
desired shower temperature and the disturbance 
is the initial flow from the hot and cold taps 
mixing to make warm water.  It is also 
important to be aware of the lag in the time it 
takes hot water to get from your water heater to 
the shower head.  One method to achieve a 
stable setpoint would be to simply open the cold 
water tap then start slowly opening the hot tap 
until the water reaches the desired temp.  Each 
time you feel the water you are determining the 
difference between the current temperature and 
the desired temperature.  In effect, you are the 
controller, and you are determining an error 
between the measured variable and the setpoint.  
At this point you are controlling your shower  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

with proportional control and integral control, 
adjusting the hot tap initially based on the 
absence of hot water is proportional control and 
noticing the change and basing further 
adjustments on the past changes is integral.  As 
you approach the final desired temperature and 
notice that the temperature might overshoot 
when you start backing down on the hot tap 
you’ve added a derivative, or rate, signal and 
now you should be ready to enjoy a comfortable 
shower, that is, until another disturbance is 
introduced in the process, for example, if 
someone flushes. 
  
Control Elements 
 
To examine three mode control, we need to 
build a system from the ground up and define 
some parameters and key terms.  We’ll start by 
explaining the building blocks of a control loop 
and how each component contributes to the 
whole.  First, we need a process, or measured 
variable (MV).  This is the thing we are trying 
to control at a given set point and is most often 
a temperature, pressure, or flow rate.  We need a 
means of measuring that variable, which is done 
with some type of sensor, and then, that signal is 
transmitted back to the controller.  The 
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controller, where the bulk of this discussion will 
focus, then uses that information as an input to 
the PID algorithm to determine an error.  That 
error is the difference between the set point and 
the controller input.  The controller sums the 
error with the P, I, and D variables to generate a 
controller output.  The controller output then 
becomes the input to a control device that 
affects the controlled variable (CV) (e.g. valve 
position).  The equation for the summed modes 
defining the controller output u(t) is: 
 

 
Where 
Kp = proportional gain 
Ki = Integral gain 
Kd = Derivative gain 
E = error (setpoint – process variable) 
t = time 
T= variable of integration 
 
Example System 
 
Let’s use these components to build an example 
system to frame the rest of the discussion, and 
then examine each mode of control in relation to 
that system.  We’ll look at a closed loop control 
valve system that is measuring a downstream 
pressure and positioning the valve to maintain a 
desired downstream pressure.  The inlet 
pressure will be fixed, and we’ll assume that 
disruptions result only from changes in 
downstream demand.  The controller is a local 
pressure controller mounted on the valve with a 
sensing device directly connected to the 
downstream pressure.  The controller output 
will be applied to the valve actuator to 
reposition the valve as required to maintain the 
setpoint. 
 
 

 

 
 
This simple control loop should suffice for most 
applications in the gas distribution industry and 
will provide a starting point for a more detailed 
discussion of the three modes in “real life” 
applications.  Of course, this topic is far more 
complex than a paper with this scope can 
reflect, but the intention is to provide an 
introduction to the topic or a general review for 
those of us that don’t deal with controller tuning 
on a regular basis.   
 Before we evaluate the control loop on a 
control valve, we can look at another basic 
sensor/transmitter, controller, and valve loop 
that we may all be familiar with for pressure 
control, the pilot operated regulator that we 
would see in any typical gate station.  The 
sensing line and pilot diaphragm are our 
sensor/transmitter that provides the downstream 
pressure signal to the pilot.  The pilot, including 
the diaphragm, spring, and orifices, make up the 
controller, and the main valve is our control 
device.  This assembly makes up a basic 
proportional (or gain) controller.    Gain can be 
adjusted by controlling the bleed rate through 
the loading chamber allowing loading pressure 
to build up more or less and resulting in 
different speeds of response from the regulator. 
 
Offset 
  

I should also point out that our control 
valve system and the pilot operated regulator 
share another important attribute that affects the 
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overall performance of any process, and it’s one 
that is probably familiar to all of us, and that is 
droop, or offset.  As the downstream demand 
increases, downstream pressure (P2) decreases 
because the outflow of the downstream pipe 
exceeds the inflow.  As the regulator or control 
valve opens to compensate for the increased 
demand and restore our outlet pressure, we 
achieve stability at a slightly lower downstream 
pressure.   

In the following curve, the system is at 
equilibrium at two different levels of demand.  
Point 1 is at a low flow condition with the valve 
nearly closed, and Point 2 is a higher demand 
condition, but again, after the system has 
reached equilibrium.  At any given point on the 
curve, the offset is proportional to the amount of 
demand. 

 

        
 

The factors that contribute to the offset in 
control valves and regulators are the amount of 
loading pressure applied to the diaphragm and 
the spring rate acting against it.  In a regulator, 
we would select the lightest spring available to 
minimize droop, but there is really very little we 
can do beyond that.  The same is true for a 
control valve. The spring and diaphragm in the 
actuator are selected from a few options that 
would provide the necessary thrust to operate 
the valve, and offset is considered when we 
select the size of the actuator casing and spring, 

but once we have a selection, there is nothing 
else we can do in the actuator and valve.  By 
adding a controller to the valve, we can further 
minimize offset by adjusting the proportional 
band as well as the response to errors over time.
    
P-Proportional Control (Gain) 
 
 The proportional band of a regulator is 
basically a fixed value once the springs, bleed 
orifices, diaphragm sizes, etc. have been 
established.  While adjustments with variable 
restrictors are possible the gain adjustments are 
typically made once and then left alone.  The 
controller on a valve allows not only for one 
time gain adjustments with the proportional 
band knob but it continues to adjust the 
proportional band throughout a transient by use 
of reset and/or rate during the actual system 
upset.  So how do these adjustments to 
proportional band over time help us in achieving 
a stable system with less offset.  Let’s first look 
at the effect of proportional band alone.  
Proportional band or gain is the ratio between 
the change in output compared to the change in 
input.  In the case of our system it is the change 
in loading pressure (PL) on the actuator 
compared to our change in P2.  Proportional 
band is expressed in percent and represents the 
percent change in input required to create a 
100% in the output and is the inverse of gain.  
For example a gain of 1 is a proportional band 
of 100% and a gain of 2 is a proportional band 
of 50%.  A smaller proportional band, or higher 
the gain, for a given step change in input results 
in a larger change in output.  A lower gain 
control device will result in a larger offset 
following a transient. 
 Let’s revisit our operator on an 
unfamiliar system operating on the bypass.  
When he observes decreasing pressure on the 
gauge the operator will respond by opening the 
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bypass valve until the pressure is stabilized.  If 
the operator initially opens the valve too quickly 
the pressure might not only stabilize but start to 
increase again causing him to close the valve, 
again if this high gain operator goes too far the 
other way he may have to cycle the valve closed 
again, then open, and so forth before finally 
finding the position that provides enough flow 
to just compensate for the new demand.  A 
lower gain operator may respond a little more 
timidly on the first adjustment and have to 
continue to open the valve a little more slowly 
over a greater period of time however this 
operator will probably introduce fewer 
oscillations.  The down side is the new 
downstream pressure will be lower.   The 
following graph demonstrates the system 
response with these two different operators. 
 

 
 
 
But our operator is probably not going to stop 
there I would think it would be safe to assume 
that once they’ve attained stability they will 
probably further adjust the valve to regain our 
initial set point.  That can be accomplished by 
changing the gain throughout the transient and 
giving us both the small offset of a larger 
proportional band while also minimizing the 
high cycles of the smaller proportional band. 
 
I-Integral Control (reset)  

 
 For me reset is easier to explain and 
visualize by looking at how it is applied in a 
pneumatic controller.  Pneumatic controllers use 
a flapper and nozzle to create the proportional 
response in loading pressure, supplied from a 
compressed air source (PS), and the measured 
variable, sensed through a bellows or bourdon 
tube. Changes in sensed pressure result from a 
movement of the sensing element changing the 
relative position of the flapper and nozzle 
resulting in the change to PL.  Proportional band 
is adjusted in this type of controller by adjusting 
the amount of PL that is diverted to proportional 
bellows.  The bellows counteracts the 
movement of the flapper that comes from the 
bourdon tube movement and is proportional to 
the change in P2.  Reset is accomplished by 
adding a second bellows on the opposite side of 
the flapper that counteracts the movement of the 
proportional bellows.  Both bellows are fed 
from the same supply, a portion of the loading 
pressure, but there is a restriction in the line to 
the reset bellows slowing the response. 
 

 
 
During steady state operation the two bellows 
equalize and the loading pressure sent to the 
actuator is constant, keeping the valve in the 
required position.  During a transient the 
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proportional bellows acts first, and gives us a 
higher proportional band at the start of the 
transient.  Remember a high proportional band 
is the same as saying lowing gain so the change 
in our loading pressure is smaller relative to our 
change in input resulting in a smoother response 
to the change.  As the reset bellows starts to 
load and reposition the flapper the gain is slowly 
increased during the transient and the offset is 
diminished.  The resulting output of a controller 
that uses reset ramps up to a new, final value, 
rather than the step change output of a strictly 
proportional controller.  Remember that 3 mode 
controllers sum the resulting outputs of each 
mode so the following diagrams demonstrate 
the outputs of proportional only, reset only, and 
the summed proportional-plus-reset. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Reset is normally expressed in relation to time 
as repeats per minute or minutes per repeat.  
The effect of the restriction to the reset bellows 
means that whenever there is an error (input to 
the controller does not equal zero) the output of 
the controller will ramp.  One concern with reset 
is that long periods of error between setpoint 
and output or very large transients can result in 
a controller saturation called windup that may 
result in an overshoot of setpoint which can be 
destabilizing.  This occurs when the 
accumulated error during the reset time would 
cause a control signal to open the valve two far 
resulting in the downstream pressure increasing 
above the setpoint while there is still a ramping 
output.  This means the valve is still going to be 
opening from the initial change even after the 
setpoint has been met.  Picture this in the 
bellows diagram, when the initial change loads 
the proportional and reset bellows the reset 
bellows loads slowly due to the restriction but 
on a overshoot the accumulated pressure in the 
bellows takes longer to bleed the accumulated 
pressure from the initial change compounding 
the overshoot.  This can be mitigated using an 
anti-reset windup module that would relieve the 
accumulated pressure when required. 
 
D-Derivative Control (Rate) 
 
 P or PI controllers tend to be the most 
common and provide the stability and minimal 
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offset that most applications require.  In fact you 
can see the prevalence of proportional control in 
the gas industry just by looking at the 
dominance of regulators compared to the 
control valves used in pressure control 
processes.  Obviously proportional control alone 
suffices in most of our applications.  However a 
discussion of three mode control wouldn’t be 
complete without the third mode so I would be 
remiss if I didn’t at least provide an overview of 
rate and when it may be used.  To aid in the 
discussion I’m going to again refer to our 
pneumatic controller but this time without any 
bellows.  If you look at the flapper and nozzle 
alone you could say that this portion of the 
controller has a very high gain.  For very small 
movement in the flapper relative to the nozzle, 
perhaps just a fraction of an inch, you get the 
complete range of output (e.g. 3-15psi air to the 
diaphragm) or 100% valve travel.  When our 
operator on the bypass gets used to the system, 
or we go even further back to our familiar 
shower, we get to the point where we can make 
an initial rapid change in the valve position to 
get the initial offset minimized and then 
gradually adjust our position to settle in on the 
desired setpoint.  Derivative action is basically 
doing just that.  It is correcting for the rate of the 
change in the process variable and the output is 
proportional to that rate.  To achieve this in the 
pneumatic controller we add a second restriction 
before both bellows and when a transient occurs 
we have momentary response with just the high 
gain of our flapper and nozzle changing the 
output before the low gain proportional bellows 
takes effect, then even later, the reset action 
increases our gain and ramps our output back to 
the setpoint.  Here is what that response would 
look like. 
 

 
 
So you may wonder why this mode of control is 
less common in applications if it minimizes the 
severity of the transient while returning the 
process to the setpoint.  The reason is the very 
high gain of the flapper and nozzle and damped 
rate and reset can result in an amplification of 
any noise in the system, so this control mode is 
best suited for slower systems and ideally suited 
for processes like temperature control. 
 While the discussion of the three modes 
so far has focussed on how they are applied in a 
pneumatic valve controller the function is no 
different in an electro-pneumatic or digital valve 
controller, the means of providing each mode 
are just accomplished through gain amplifiers 
and various capacitive and resistive circuits or 
programmed logic the details of which are 
beyond the scope of this paper and probably 
beyond the scope of my ability to explain. 
 
Controller Tuning 
 
 To properly tune a PID controller we 
need a fundemental understanding of the effects 
of the three modes on the output of the 
controller as well as a good understanding of 
how our system is going to respond to the 
changes that result from changes in the 
controlled variable.  It is not my intention to 
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provide a field guide to loop tuning and any 
values and methods I’m presenting are to 
convey the theory and should not be used to 
acutally tune a specific loop.  With our 
pneumatic controllers the tuning process is 
manual and probably best illustrates what’s 
going on with the response to our changes in the 
PB, reset, and rate, knobs.  This undersatnding 
will make the inputs necessary in digital system 
tuning make a little more sense.  Manual tuning 
requires a bit of trial and error and some 
assumed values to start with but with an 
understanding of why we choose those values 
and where to go from there it can be 
accomplished relatively quickly following this 
procedure.  Manual tuning does require 
introducing a disturbance to the system so care 
needs to be taken to ensure no system limits are 
exceeded.  The graphs we’ve looked at so far 
show the process variables response to changes 
in the control variable over time.  To better 
illustrate controller tuning we’ll look at the gain 
versus the process frequency.  Loops have a 
critical frequency which is the point at which 
disturbances in the system reinforce themselves 
and introduce instability.  Tuning the controller 
means we are trying to get this frequency into 
the right spot relative to the loop gain so that we 
can regain stability.  An ideal controller graph 
would look like this. 
 

 

 
The proportional band is the flat bottom of the 
notch shape and as proportional band decreases 
the flat bottom moves up.  Reset and rate are the 
slopes on the left and right respectively and 
changing them widens or narrows the notch.  
Reset moves the slope on the left and rate 
moves the slope onteh right.  By adjusting the 
values the shape and position of the curve can 
be moved in all directions.  The critical 
frequency in a tuned controller should occur in 
the notch rather than on either incline.  To get 
our initial tuning we would typically start with a 
low gain, slow reset, and no rate, which 
corresponsds to a low, wide notch.  For our 
puposes since rate is rarely used we will most 
likely not even have a rate adjustment to begin 
with. 
 Low gain is inversely related to our PB 
setting so we could start with 200%.  This 
ensures stability but will yield a droop that 
might be higher than we want in our final 
setting.  We want the reset to be realatively slow 
and could start at 1 repeat/min for most systems.  
Now we’re ready to initiate a disturbance.  This 
can be done by changing our setpoint or 
manually changing the valve position.  Either 
way we wait and see if the system returns to a 
stable setting.  Let’s say we changed the 
setpoint.  We then observe the system response.  
The goal is to quickly respond to the change and 
stabalize back on the set point so this is 
accomplished with the highest possible gain and 
the highest repeat setting without oscillations.  
So what if our initiall 1 rep/min was too slow.  
The controller would respond by never, or 
seemingly never, reaching the new setpoint due 
to the slow ramping effect of reset so we’ll have 
to change the reset value until we do stabalize at 
the new set point. 
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Once we stabalize we can start tuning for 
optimal control raising and narrowing the notch 
around the critical frequency.  Starting with the 
proportional band adjustment.  Alternate 
increasing the gain and introducing disturbances 
until you reach a point where the system starts 
to cycle.  That point is the limiting gain at your 
critical frequency, when you’ve established that 
point and let’s say for example it occurs at a PB 
setting of 30%, double that value and use that as 
your final PB.  In this case we would set it at 
60% which will provide stability and give us a 
margin to prevent cycling in more severe 
disturbances.  Now move on to the reset setting 
in increments followed by introducing another 
disturbance.  When you find a value that results 
in cyclying your final setting should be 30% of 
that value.  For example if cyclying occurs at 
3rep/min your reset should be returned to 1/rep 
minute.  The same process would be used for 
rate if applicable with the final setting being a 
third of the setting that resulted in cycling. 
These values are assumptions based on ranges 
found for gas process control loops and should 
not be used as a rule of thumb for all manual 
loop tuning.  Refer to more in depth sources to 
find the ideal starting points for any given 
process or controller. 

This method of tuning is obviously 
inefficient and tedious especially if your loop 

response time is on the order of minutes or 
more.  This also requires a level of experience 
with the system to ensure that it is being 
operated safely and within limits while 
introducing disturbances.   

We can also calculate the values of gain, 
reset, and rate using the Ziegler-Nichols 
equations or other similar methods that can be 
found in any number of control related texts.  
This method starts with rate at zero, reset 
maximized and the gain at a minimum value.  
The gain is then increased until oscillations 
begin to occur in the setpoint.  The gain that 
results when the oscillations are constant is 
recorded as ultimate gain(Ku) and the period of 
the constant oscillations are recorded as Pu.  
These two values, gathered from one set of 
adjustments, are then applied in the following 
series of equations based on the type of 
controller to determine the values for PB, reset, 
and rate. 

 

 
 
While the operational discussion of three 

mode control so far has focused on pneumatic 
contorllers that is simply because I feel that they 
lend themselves well to disucssion because of 
the tangible aspect of moving parts acting on 
other moving parts and find that a discussion fo 
the inner workings of electonic control devices 
and reviewing the various equations and terms 

 Kc τI τD 

P control Ku/2     

PI control Ku/2.2 Pu/1.2   

PID 
control 

Ku/1.7 Pu/2 Pu/8 
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in the control output equation make for a 
muddied and dificult to follow paper.  Many 
remote control units today only require a 
calculation or knowledge of the response of the 
process variable compared to a change in the 
control variable and then internally apply some 
version of these calculations to determine values 
for the three modes.  Once those values have 
been determined adjustments in gain, reset and 
rate are made to attain ideal loop performance.  

Many currently available process 
controllers and DCS systems can autotune 
themselves through increasling sophisticated 
software programs and onboard diagnostic tiers 
making manual tuning and mathmatical tuning 
incresingly less necessary.  There are also a 
number of features to deal with the problems we 
discussed such as windup and noice.  There are 
intellegent controllers that can suspend integral 
action, limit various portions of the controller 
respones and in general remove process 
oscillations entirely.   

 
 
Conclusion 
 

While most of the process control 
conditions in the gas distribution industry work 
typically only require proportional control, and 
once the proper gain is established in the sizing 
or installation of control devices little more 
tuning is ever required, a good understanding of 
three mode control is an excellent tool to have 
in ourtool box when we come across the less 
common applications that require more complex 
control. 
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